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PREFACE

S C O P E A N D O R I E N TAT I O N

Islamic Theological Themes: A Primary Source Reader has five
specific purposes. First, it offers a wide variety of primary sources
as introductions to Islamic religious texts as well as Islamic
theology and relational/comparative theology, especially for
students who have some familiarity with the Islamic tradition and
for readers with special interest in Islamic thought. Second, it
broadens conceptions of Islamic theological literature beyond the
confines of traditional “philosophical theology” (kalām), locating the
latter within a spectrum of literature: kalām is thus presented as a
particular method within the larger field of inquiry called theology.
Third, it foregrounds the theological implications of a broad range
of textual sources, from “pretheological” material on the scripturalexegetical end of the spectrum, to the more practical and
humanistic material at the other. Fourth, the collection exemplifies
a rich diversity of views on a wide spectrum of topics, questions,
themes, and contested issues, underscoring the problem so often
posed by attempts to make sweeping generalizations about “what
Muslims believe.” Finally, it situates Islamic theological literature
within
the
context
of
the
emerging
subdiscipline
of
relational/comparative theology. Some texts included here are new
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translations of works, either never before translated into English or
available only in now-antiquated or less than reliable versions; some
reprint existing translations never before widely available; all are
freshly situated and introduced with a view to opening doors into
the larger world of Islamic life, belief, and culture.

STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS

Islamic Theological Themes: A Primary Source Reader organizes
the material into five major parts according to genre and theme.
Text selection resulted from a number of considerations. First, I
wanted to provide examples across a broad chronological and
geographic spectrum, with attention to as many major figures,
schools, literary genres, and theological themes as possible in a
single volume. Second, a broad search gathered prospective texts
already available in reliable translations, but published in older or
less accessible journals or in anthologies of a much broader purview
and not suitable for use in courses dedicated to theological themes.
Third, in view of the resulting underrepresentation of major figures,
schools, or crucial themes, I solicited previously unpublished
translations from scholars specializing in those topics, or I
contributed my own renderings.
Selection of material—given size limitations, availability and cost
of texts previously published, and a host of other practical
considerations—has required a number of difficult editorial choices.
Paramount in determining the ultimate arrangement and contents
has been the concern to provide as broadly representative a
selection as possible, including some less celebrated, as well as
better-known, figures, works, and schools across a broad
chronological and geographic spectrum. The overall genre/theme
arrangement is designed to facilitate maximum pedagogical utility.
Some overlap from one organizational segment to another is
naturally unavoidable.
I have adopted an overall organizational structure based on an
adaptation of five traditional Islamic intellectual disciplines or
sciences (ʿulūm, plural of ʿilm, “knowledge”): the science of
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interpretation (tafsīr), the science of history (taʾrīkh)—which I call
here the science of community—the science of divine unity (tawḥīd),
the science of hearts (qulūb), and the science of character (akhlāq).
(Readers interested in making cross-traditional connections with
Christian theology that build on this kind of structural approach
might want to look, for example, at Bernard Lonergan, SJ’s eight
“functional specializations” in Method in Theology, University of
Toronto Press, 1971.) A general developmental principle assumes
the priority of selected foundational themes in scripture and
tradition (Qurʾān and Hadith) and interpretation thereof (part 1).
Part 2 moves to genres designed to delineate divergent views both
within and beyond early Muslim communities, including perceptions
of pre- and non-Islamic traditions as well as intra-Islamic
articulations of the faith. Relevant material here includes
heresiography, creedal formulations, and polemic. In part 3, the
focus shifts to texts dealing with principles, methodologies, and
foundational themes associated with various “schools” of systematic
theology.
Diverse
theological
dimensions
associated
with
“spirituality” and communicated through several literary genres
occupy part 4. Finally, theoretical and functional aspects of
theological ethics form the substance of part 5.
A note on optimal pedagogical utility of the text: Differing
approaches might occasionally suggest reordering chapters or even
whole parts. For example, though scriptural (Qurʾān) and traditional
texts (Hadith) and exegesis thereof are situated first, some might
want to have students read chapters 3 and 4 first and then return to
the foundational texts after providing some specific context in
advance.

S T Y L E A N D P R E S E N TAT I O N

Practical editorial concerns have led to specific choices in respect
to transliteration, general presentation, style, and annotation. I
address the ever-vexing matter of transliteration as follows: I
include macrons (long vowels), along with the Unicode-supplied
ayn, hamza, and sublinear Arabic diacritical devices. Another aid to
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optimal pronunciation is the use of elision in the case of Arabic
compounds where “sun letters” are involved (dropping the l in the
definite article al- and in effect doubling the initial consonant of the
following word, such as Jalāl ad-Dīn rather than Jalāl al-Dīn). As for
dating conventions, I have opted to supply solar dates only rather
than including Islamic “lunar” or Hijrī dates. I have generally left
out the initial definite article (al-) before often-used proper names,
such as Ḥasan, after first use in a text.
With respect to reproducing texts previously published many
years ago, I have taken the liberty of freshening up the diction by
replacing archaisms (such as, thee, thou, dost, wherein, yea verily,
etc.) with more current usage, and I have inserted gender-inclusive
equivalents where appropriate. I have also changed British
spellings to American (e.g., honour to honor, etc.).
In order to standardize treatment of in-text apparatus, I have
used the following conventions: Parentheses are used for (1) Qurʾān
citations (sūra:verse), (2) glosses (either from English to language
of origin or vice-versa), and (3) dates of major figures mentioned,
including those mentioned in primary texts. Brackets indicate
insertions into primary texts (other than parenthetical insertions
just listed) that are implied but not explicitly included in original
text, for example, “And he [Muḥammad] said . . . ,” or portions of
names added for the purpose of clearer identification, for example,
Ḥasan [al-Baṣrī].
To render the reading of difficult texts as smooth as possible, I
have deleted honorific and devotional interjections common to
traditional Islamic texts (e.g., “Muḥammad, may God bless him and
give him peace,” and other such items associated with major figures
such as pre-Islamic prophets, Companions of Muḥammad, and
deceased individuals of high reputation). Readers familiar with
traditional Islamic written discourse will be aware of what is
missing, and teachers can easily inform students accordingly.
Concern for maximum pedagogical utility has in many instances
led to modifications in the annotation provided in the original
versions of texts reproduced here. I have exercised editorial license
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in deleting or abbreviating identifying notes originally included with
previously published translations in cases where the item glossed
has been so noted earlier in the volume, or when the note would
have been of use to specialists only. I have also minimized notes
dedicated to text-critical questions or extended discussions of
related scholarship, and I have deleted notes clarifying technical
terms where those terms have been explained earlier in the
anthology or glossed parenthetically in the text. In general, other
“identifying notes” are provided only on first appearance of a
crucial name or technical term. I have also sparingly retained intext parenthetical provision of Arabic or other original language
terms, occasionally deleting from translators’ versions.
In some instances the translators whose contributions are the
substance of this volume have included parenthetical reference to
the pagination or other text locator (e.g., paragraph or item
number) in the original; to simplify reading I have taken the liberty
of removing these references as well. And in the interest of optimal
coverage of important texts on key themes representing major
schools and figures, I have occasionally opted to abbreviate some
texts, leaving out segments less pedagogically critical, as indicated
by an ellipsis at the end of a paragraph or by bracketed
explanations as to what has been left out.
Finally, readers will notice that in some instances a given
Qur’ānic quotation may appear in slightly different renderings. I
have not tried to standardize these translations, first, because they
represent legitimate alternatives by serious scholars, and second,
because the variation is in itself a useful reminder that translation
of such ancient texts can never be presumed final and definitive.

•

•

•

A note about the appended Synoptic/Comparative Table of Texts: It
provides essential data on texts in order of their appearance in the
collection, with quick reference to the scope and variety of major
figures, schools, themes, and literary genres and a few hints of the
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many religious and intellectual associations in the background of
the authors. Like other condensed schematic devices of its kind, its
drawback is the oversimplification that inevitably attends attempts
at compact characterization of such complex and expansive realities
as this volume embraces. In particular, the data supplied in the last
column, on “affiliations,” is occasionally based on inference and
does not account for the fact that many important figures
maintained “hybrid” allegiances, especially in law (i.e., the various
madhhabs).
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PA R T O N E

The Science of
Interpretation
READING THE SACRED SOURCES

are not theological manuals or
treatises, but they are in essential and too seldom acknowledged
ways the inspirational wellsprings of theological themes in works of
all subsequent generations of Muslims. Part 1 explores several large
aspects of this substrate of Islamic theological discourse
traditionally known as the science of interpretation (ʿilm at-tafsīr).
First, a small selection of many possible Qurʾānic texts about divine
transcendence, immanence, and revelation in creation and through
ISLAM’S FOUNDATIONAL SACRED TEXTS

prophets sets the overall scene. Second, anecdotal gems from the
treasuries of Hadith and Sacred Hadith add further detail, color,
and affect to the picture, particularly with respect to important
nuances in the emphasis on divine foreordainment of human events
and on various specific ways of responding to divine initiative
expected of Muslims. Third (in chapter 2), a vast library of
scriptural exegesis provides deeper insight into the ways Muslims
have understood the theological imagery of the Qurʾān. Here the
texts selected feature commentary on Qurʾānic images of God.
Fourth, many Muslim scholars have analyzed key theologically
based hermeneutical principles. I include here samples of classic
explorations of exegetical method, the problem of “ambiguous”
texts, study of the contexts of individual revelations, and the notion
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of “abrogation.” Finally, a contemporary Shīʿī text discusses the
“miraculous” nature of the Qurʾān.
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